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Abstract: Animals exhibit a wide variety of genetically determined coat colors and pigmentation
patterns that serve important roles in adaptation and communication. Although the genetics of the
main coat colors in dogs have been studied extensively, there are types of coat pigmentation that
have not been explained yet. Recently, an association between the variants in the ASIP gene Ventral
(VP) and Hair Cycle (HCP) promoters with different coat colors in dogs has been established. Here,
we used the new findings as a basis to investigate the genetics of the red sesame coat color in Shiba
Inu dogs. Our study revealed that red sesame dogs carry a specific heterozygous ASIP promoter
diplotype, VP2-HCP1/VP2-HCP3, where VP2-HCP1 is responsible for the red coat with a dark
overlay, and VP2-HCP3 for a tan point-like pattern. This finding explains the inheritance of this coat
color pattern and can be used by breeders to produce dogs with this rare phenotype. A comparison of
sesame dogs (VP2-HCP1/VP2-HCP3) to a dog homozygous for the VP2-HCP1 promoter haplotype
suggests that the incomplete dominance between the ASIP alleles may be involved in the sesame coat
formation. These results are in good agreement with the new model explaining how different levels
of ASIP gene expression affect the regulation of pigment synthesis in melanocytes.

Keywords: dog coat color genetics; ASIP gene; promoter variants; Shiba Inu

1. Introduction

The genetics of coat color in domestic dogs is an example of an extensively characterized
biological system with peculiar genetic interactions including several epistases [1,2]. The
diversity of the coat colors in dogs results from different combinations of two pigments—dark
eumelanin and yellow/red pheomelanin—that are synthesized in melanocytes and loaded
into the growing hair [3–5].

The Agouti Signaling Protein produced by the ASIP gene switches the type of pigment
that is produced in melanocytes and thereby plays a central role in coat color formation in
different animals [6–8]. The ASIP protein is a ligand of the Melanocortin 1 Receptor (MC1R)
on the surface of melanocytes. In the absence of ASIP, MC1R promotes eumelanin synthesis.
The binding of ASIP to MC1R switches melanocyte to pheomelanin production [9–11].

In many animal species, the concentration of ASIP oscillates in the skin on the dorsal
side of the body, thereby resulting in a banded pattern of pigmentation along the hair [1,12].
For example, at the starting phase of hair growth, the concentration of ASIP in the skin is
low, and eumelanin is predominantly produced in melanocytes and loaded into the hair
tip. At some point, the ASIP concentration increases and melanocytes are switched to
pheomelanin synthesis, resulting in the deposition of red pigment as the hair continues to
grow. When the amount of ASIP reduces again, a new dark band may appear in the hair.
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In domestic dogs, the alleles of the ASIP gene are known to produce a number of
different patterns. When other genes participating in coat color formation are intact, the
dominant allele Ay leads to a solid red coat pattern. There are variants that produce black-
and-tan or saddle tan patterns. The most recessive allele in the set (allele a) is responsible
for the solid black coat color [13]. The wild-type allele aw forms the wolf-sable coat color,
characterized by a pheomelanistic ventrum and a banded pattern of hair pigmentation on
the dorsum due to ASIP oscillation in the skin.

The different alleles of the ASIP gene were previously associated with particular DNA
polymorphisms or variants (Table 1). These variants are routinely used in many commercial
testing laboratories as markers of the corresponding ASIP alleles that explain most of the
ASIP gene effects on coat pigmentation in dogs. However, according to a recent report [14],
these variants are not causative; they are rather linked to the corresponding alleles and,
therefore, important exceptions exist that cannot be comprehensively explained by the old
tests interrogating the imperfectly associated variants.

Table 1. Genetic characteristics of ASIP gene alleles.

Allele Name Causative Promoter
Haplotype &

Associated Genetic
Variant # Reference §

Dominant yellow (allele Ay) DY: VP1-HCP1 chr24:23393510T and
chr24:23393514A [15]

Shaded yellow (allele Ays) £ SY: VP2-HCP1 chr24:23393510T and
chr24:23393514A [15]

Wild type
(allele aw) AG: VP2-HCP2 NA

Saddle tan
(allele asa) BS: VP1-HCP4 SINE insertion at

chr24:23365297 [16]

Black and tan (allele at) BB: VP2-HCP3-5
SINE insertion at

chr24:23365297 and
chr24:23252755-70dup

[16]
[17]

& Causative promoter haplotypes discovered [14]. Alternative allele abbreviations suggested by [14] state for:
DY—Dominant Yellow; SY: Shaded Yellow; AG: Agouti; BS: Black Saddle; BB: Black Back. # Genomic coordinates
according to CanFam3.1 assembly [18]. § Literature references for the associations indicated in the column
“Associated genetic variant”. £ The Ays (Ay, shaded) name was introduced in this study to distinguish it from the
canonical Dominant yellow Ay allele. Both of these alleles are associated with the same genetic variant indicated
in the column “Associated genetic variant” but they correspond to different causative promoter haplotypes.

Even prior to the discovery of the different ASIP promoter variants [14], it was already
noted that the widely used commercial tests for the associated variants do not always yield
the expected genotypes [19]. The new framework of ASIP promoter variants provides a
plausible and consistent explanation for the discrepancies observed in the Dreger et al.
study [14].

A recent study determined that, apart from the a allele, which is indeed the missense
loss-of-function mutation (chr24:23393552C>T [20]), other alleles are associated with differ-
ent promoter haplotypes of the ASIP gene [14]. Two ASIP gene promoters are known to
operate in many animals [12]. The Ventral Promoter (VP) predominantly activates the ASIP
gene on the ventral part of the body. Its activity gradually decreases toward the dorsal
surface. The transcription from VP is permanent and, therefore, the coat color on the ventral
surface of the body is normally red due to pheomelanin deposition. Another promoter,
which was called Hair Cycle Promoter (HCP), regulates ASIP gene activity mostly on the
dorsal surface of the body. The activity of this promoter normally circulates, leading to a
banded hair pattern [1,12]. It was suggested that these promoters affect ASIP gene activity
differentially, thereby mediating the phenotypes caused by its different alleles [14].

As has been shown recently, there are at least two different alleles of VP and five alleles
of HCP. The combinations of these functional haplotypes accurately determine the different
alleles of the ASIP gene [14], as summarized in Table 1. Remarkably, the black-and-tan coat
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pattern in rabbits has been associated with a deletion in the HCP of the ASIP gene [21],
implying that this deletion causes an effect similar to the at allele in dogs.

The hierarchy of the ASIP gene alleles can be presented as follows: Ay > Ays > aw >
asa = at > a. Two alleles—asa and at—are semidominant: the dogs with the asa/at genotype
show an intermediate coat pattern between black and tan and saddle tan. The black
pigmentation on their heads forms a characteristic “widow’s peak”-shaped pattern [17].

In Shiba Inu dogs, there is a specific coat pattern that is referred to as sesame (Figure 1).
This pattern resembles the black and tan, with the solid black areas replaced by the black
overlay. According to the FCI breed standard, there are three distinct subtypes of this
coat pattern that are classified as sesame, black sesame, or red sesame. These subtypes are
primarily differentiated by the amount of black shading, with red sesame demonstrating
considerably more red than sesame or black sesame (Figure 1).

1 

 

 

  Figure 1. Examples of red (A), red sesame (B), and sesame (C) coat colors in Shiba Inu. Compared to
sesame, red sesame dogs have considerably more red pigmentation that is specifically distributed
along the body, as indicated with white arrows. A characteristic “widow’s peak”-shaped dark
pigmentation between the eyes is shown on the red sesame dog (B). Sesame dogs (C) typically
demonstrate different facial marks (shown with arrows). The illustrations below schematically show
the differences in the facial markings of red sesame and sesame dogs.

Most of the dogs in the Shiba Inu breed are red; a low percentage of them are black
and tan (also see the statistics in [22]). The sesame coat colors are the rarest ones. The
sesame coat pattern in Shiba Inu dogs is an amazing example of the ASIP gene’s effects on
coat pigmentation. It is known that the sesame coat color is determined by the wild-type
allele of the ASIP gene, which is very rare in the Shiba Inu breed. In turn, red sesame dogs
were shown to possess the double mutation (chr24:23393510G>T and chr24:23393514G>A),
as well as the SINE insertion at chr24:23365297, as detected by a widely used genetic test
for ASIP alleles (see “Associated genetic variant” column in Table 1). The problem is
that the dogs with this genotype can be red sesame or red with hardly any black shading
(Figure 2). The reason for this variation and the inheritance of the red sesame coat color has
remained elusive.
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Figure 2. Two dogs that were tested identical Ay/at with the old tests using the associated markers
for Ay (chr24:23393351T, chr24:23393514A) and at (SINE insertion at chr24:23365297). While the two
dogs have identical marker genotypes, they show a striking difference in phenotype: the dog in (A) is
purely red, while the dog in (B) is red sesame.

The inheritance of the sesame coat color is unclear and has puzzled breeders and dog
owners for decades. Here, we tested whether the promoter-based model of ASIP alleles
can be applied to explain the sesame coat color formation in Shiba Inu.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Samples

Shiba Inu buccal swabs were used as a source of genomic DNA for this study. The
samples were sent to the VetGenomics laboratory by the owners for genetic testing. The
dogs used in this study were initially selected using the coat color information indicated
in the Shiba Inu pedigree database [23]. Red and sesame dogs were initially selected. The
owners of all the dogs in this study signed an agreement for their participation in the study
and sent photographs of their dogs to confirm the coat color. Based on this information, the
phenotypes of sesame dogs were classified as sesame and red sesame. The resulting cohort
included 57 dogs (42 red, 11 red sesame, 3 sesame dogs, and one dog that looked like a
red sesame but had a lighter coat). All of these dogs were tested for causative promoter
haplotypes [14] and for the associated genetic variants indicated in Table 1.

2.2. Genotyping of ASIP Promoters

Genomic DNA was isolated from the swabs and used in PCR (BioMaster HS-Taq
PCR-Color (2×) Mastermix, Biolabmix LLC, Novosibirsk, Russian Federation) with the
primers for VP and HCP [14]. The genotypes were determined by assessing the lengths of
PCR products in 1% agarose gel in 1 × Tris–Acetate–EDTA buffer. The primer pairs and
resulting fragment lengths are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Primers used for VP and HCP variant detection and the resulting fragment lengths.

Primer Pair *
Product Size (bp) in the ASIP Promoter Haplotypes

VP1 VP2 HCP1 HCP2 HCP3 HCP4 HCP5

5′-AGCATGCTTATGTGGCATGT-3′

5′-CGCTCTTTCAATGTGATTGG-3′ 475 300 - - - - -

5′-TTAAAAAGTGAAAGTGAAAAGATAACCC-3′

5′-CAAAATTCTGGGTGGGCTAA-3′ - - 600 400 780 - -

5′-TTAAAAAGTGAAAGTGAAAAGATAACCC-3′

5′-TCAATGGAAATGGCAGAACA-3′ - - - - - 860 -

5′-GATTGAAAGCCAAAGGGTGA-3′

5′-AGAGCAGGCCAGGTTTTACA-3′ - - 300 300 300 300 400

* The primer sequences were taken from [14].

2.3. Sequencing the MC1R Gene

The coding sequence of the MC1R gene was amplified using the following primers:
Forward: 5′-cctcaccaggaacatagcac-3′, Reverse: 5′-ctgagcaagacacctgagag-3′. The 1007 bp
PCR product was purified by Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) precipitation [24] in order to
remove primers. The purified PCR product was used for Sanger sequencing on a 3500
Genetic Analyser (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).

3. Results

We genotyped ASIP promoters in Shiba Inu dogs with red and sesame coat colors using
a PCR-based approach to detect the different VP and HCP variants (Materials and Methods).

This analysis provided a clear concordance between the coat colors and genotypes
determined using the new findings about ASIP gene promoters (Table 3). All of the
dogs having red coats possessed the most dominant Ay allele in their genotypes (in this
case, Ay = VP1-HCP1). Genotyping of the red sesame dogs revealed the genotype Ays/at
(Ays = VP2-HCP1), which clearly distinguished them from the red Ay/at dogs. The pheno-
typically darker sesame dogs were confirmed to have the aw/at genotype. In these cases,
the aw allele was directly determined by the VP2-HCP2 promoter combination. No dogs
with aw/aw or Ays/aw genotypes were found in the present study.

Table 3. Genotyping ASIP gene promoter haplotypes * in 56 red and sesame Shiba Inu dogs.

Coat Color Ay/Ay Ay/Ays Ay/at Ay/aw Ays/at aw/at

red 26 7 6 3 - -
red sesame - - - - 11 -

sesame - - - - - 3
* The combinations of promoter haplotypes indicated in Table 1 were used as the determinants of ASIP alleles: Ay,
Ays, aw, and at.

Both VP1-HCP1 (Ay) and VP2-HCP1 (Ays) combinations are linked to the (chr24:23393510T,
chr24:23393514A) variant (Table 1). This explains why routine testing using the previously
reported SNV markers could not distinguish between clear red and red sesame dogs, as
illustrated in Figure 2.

Our findings explain the puzzling inheritance of the red sesame coat color: red sesame
pups may be born if one parent bears the Ays allele and another carries the at allele. To
illustrate this, we genotyped a family that produced a red sesame dog. Both parents were red.
The genotyping of ASIP gene promoters revealed that the sire had the Ay/at genotype (VP1-
HCP1/VP2-HCP2) while the dam was Ay/Ays (VP1-HCP1/VP2-HCP1). Their red sesame
daughter was confirmed to have the Ays/at genotype (VP2-HCP1/VP2-HCP3; Figure 3).
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  Figure 3. Genotyping of the red sesame dog and her red parents. Red parents and their red
sesame daughter were PCR-genotyped for ASIP gene promoter haplotypes as described in [14].
The genotyping of the sire revealed the presence of VP1, VP2, HCP1, and HCP3 promoter haplotypes,
which uniquely corresponds to the Ay/at genotype as indicated under the gel photograph [14]. The
dam possessed VP1, VP2, and HCP1 promoters, which correspond to the Ay/Ays genotype. Their
daughter inherited Ays from dam and at from sire, as shown by the presence of VP2, HCP1, and
HCP3 variants. The DNA marker sizes are shown in the first photograph.

To check for the presence of mutations in the MC1R gene that could also be involved in
the shaded coat color formation, we sequenced this gene in these three dogs. No mutations
were detected in the MC1R gene, thereby suggesting that mutations in locus E apparently
do not have a major impact on the sesame phenotype formation in Shiba Inu.

The typical red sesame Shiba Inu dogs that were used in this study have the Ays/at
genotype. This suggests that an incomplete dominance of the Ays allele over the at allele
could exist. Alternatively, the red sesame coat color would be produced by Ays alone and
the recessive at allele would not be manifested in the phenotype. In the latter scenario,
Ays/at dogs should not be phenotypically different from Ays/Ays animals.

The Ays allele is quite rare in Shiba Inu dogs. However, we identified one dog with
the Ays/Ays genotype (Table 2). As shown in Figure 4, this dog has a dark overlay that is
similar to a typical red sesame coat color, but this overlay is generally thinner and much
more red pigmentation is observed compared to the red sesame Ays/at dogs that were
analyzed in our study. This example suggests that the Ays allele is incompletely dominant
over the at allele, yet individual variation in allele expressivity cannot be ruled out. A more
representative analysis of confirmed Ays/Ays Shiba Inu dogs would help to validate this.

We also performed the complete sequencing of MC1R coding sequences in this Ays/Ays
dog and found two synonymous mutations (chr5:63695055C>T and chr5:63695037C>T).
These mutations led to AAG > AAA and TCG > TCA codon substitutions, which did
not affect the amino acid sequence of the MC1R protein (Supplementary Material). The
frequencies of the resulting codons in the dog genome (AAA—0.437, TCA—0.146) were
not dramatically different from the frequencies of the ancestral codons (AAG—0.563,
TCG—0.059), thereby suggesting that the translation efficiency would not be significantly
affected by these replacements. This analysis indicates that the MC1R gene is most probably
not involved in the lighter shade of the coat color that is observed in the Ays/Ays dog.
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Figure 4. Incomplete dominance of the Ays allele over the at allele in red sesame Shiba Inu. Ays/at dog
has a typical red sesame coat. The Ays/Ays dog discovered in this study demonstrates significantly
more red in their coat color, although with obvious dark shading, clearly distinguishing it from red
Shiba Inu dogs. The illustrations below schematically show the differences in the facial markings of
Ays/at and Ays/Ays dogs.

4. Discussion

Here, we used the recently published model of the ASIP gene effects on coat pigmen-
tation in dogs [14] in order to explain the inheritance of the red sesame coat color in Shiba
Inu dogs.

Our results uncover a peculiar interplay between ASIP alleles and the coat color
phenotypes. All red sesame Shiba Inu dogs in this study were Ays/at heterozygous (VP2-
HCP1/VP2-HCP3). Therefore, this coat color appears to be a product of the intricate
regulation of the ASIP gene in the skin. Two copies of the VP2 promoter ensure the
permanent expression of this gene on the ventral side of the body. However, a single copy
of the HCP1 promoter apparently is unable to maintain the high level of ASIP protein,
which would be sufficient to mask the manifestation of the non-functional HCP3 promoter
on the dorsal side of the body.

This suggestion is further supported by the phenotype of the Ays/Ays dog, which had a
coat color that was similar to but clearly distinct from red sesame. Compared to red sesame
dogs, this example could be serve as important evidence of the incomplete dominance
of the Ays allele over the at allele in Shiba Inu. Although this observation is based on a
single Ays/Ays dog and requires a more representative analysis, it seems to be in line with
the previous reports of the interactions between different ASIP alleles. Another example
of the incomplete dominance of ASIP alleles was described in Welsh Corgi Pembroke:
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asa/at combination produces a “widow’s peak”-shaped pattern on the dog’s head, which is
intermediate between saddle tan and black-and-tan [17]. These results align very well with
the new model explaining the action of ASIP alleles via the differential activity of Ventral
and Hair Cycle promoters [14].

Our work was focused on the genotyping of ASIP gene promoters. This design cannot
completely exclude the involvement of other genes in sesame coat color. For example, a
recently characterized eA allele of the MC1R gene showed a somewhat similar pattern of
pigmentation in different dog breeds [25]. As this allele is ancient in canine lineage, it is
possible that it also exists in Shiba Inu dogs. However, the direct sequencing of MC1R in
the red sesame dog detected no mutations within its CDS. Taken together with the perfect
correlation between the red sesame coat color and the Ays/at genotype, this suggests that
locus E plays no role in the sesame coat color.

Finally, our conclusions support the recently published promoter-centered model of
ASIP alleles and provide a useful tool to the cynological community and particularly to
Shiba Inu breeders.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/vetsci9050222/s1, Supplementary File contains the sequence of
the MC1R from the Ays/Ays Shiba Inu dog. The detected polymorphisms are indicated in bold.
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